MAKE DO OR AMEND
SHOULD WE UPDATE UK FERTILITY AND EMBRYO LAW?
Progress Educational Trust Annual Conference
9.30am-5.30pm, 5 December 2018 • Central London

Confirmed speakers and chairs include:
SIR JAMES MUNBY • SALLY CHESHIRE • PROFESSOR JOHN HARRIS
DR KATHY NIYAKAN • BARONESS RUTH DEECH • DR ANDY GREENFIELD
PROFESSOR EMILY JACKSON • BARBARA CONNOLLY QC
PROFESSOR CHRISTIAN DE GEYTER • PROFESSOR ELLIE LEE
JAMES LAWFORD DAVIES • NATALIE GAMBLE • TIM CHILD
SATU RAUTAKALLIO-HOKKANEN • DR EVAN HARRIS
ERIKA TRANFIELD • NATALIE SMITH • PROFESSOR ROBERT SPACZYŃSKI
DR KYLIE BALDWIN • DR ROGER HIGHFIELD
FIONA FOX • SARAH NORCROSS

Details/booking: www.progress.org.uk/conference2018  #PETconf18